
 

 

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: Please use this space to ask any questions you may have of Glenn. 

Kira-Lynn Ferderber: This awkwardly is the same metaphor the men's rights activists and white supremacists 
use on reddit, but by "red pill" they are referring to the "truth" that feminists are evil. 
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/red-pilled-radicalized-students-teachers  

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: Wow! 

Pamela Adams: yes 

Pamela Adams: yes! 

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: If you have any questions please feel free to ask any questions using the 
chat feature. 

Tamika Matthews: captain America! 

Tamika Matthews: (or Steve Rogers) 

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: White 

Deborah Bell: white 

Anna Thompson: white 

Markos Fleury: White 

Lee Twyman: White 

Valeria Andersen: white 

Nicolyn Charlot: White 

Tori VandeLinde: White 

William West: white 

Pamela Adams: white 

Michelle Tibbits-McClellan: white 

Michelle Hayes: white 

Randy Randolph (she/her): nothing 

Michelle Tibbits-McClellan: water 

Nicolyn Charlot: Water 

Anna Thompson: water? 

Michelle Hayes: water 

Tanna Miller: water 

Lee Twyman: Water 

Deborah Bell: water 
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Pamela Adams: water 

Margaret Moyes: water 

Tonjie Reese: water 

Markos Fleury: Water 

Randy Randolph (she/her): water 

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: Milk! Haha! 

Pamela Adams: I almost put milk and stopped myself...lol 

Lee Twyman: I almost said milk 

Markos Fleury: I wrote milk and changed it. 

Kira-Lynn Ferderber: right, typing it out slows down your brain 

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: Thank you for sharing such a personal story, Glenn. 

Pamela Adams: Wow Glenn 

Pamela Adams: I've seen that 

Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): The "Center" of our work, perspective, efforts and analysis has to remain on gender 
equality and advancing human rights -- and yet we're focusing on engaging and/or mobilizing men. By 
centering men, we run a significant risk of a) colluding with men's sexism; and/or b) sidelining gender equality.  
One of the common questions/challenges with regards to engaging and mobilizing men, is how do we focus 
efforts to engage men, without centering men?  

Kira-Lynn Ferderber: That's not just "what's in it for me?" it's "how can I give this woman less?". Is anything 
done to correct that starting point once they are in? 

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: Great questions, Rus and Kira.  

Pamela Adams: @Rus--Historically women have always been involved in this issue. Many men think "I’m not 
beating my wife/girlfriend" so this stuff doesn't apply to me, but there are many instances in which men can 
be very powerful at engaging other men in this issue and having healthy, respectful interactions  

Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): @Pamela, I fully agree 

Kira-Lynn Ferderber: This is so true about the challenge to get men out based on advertising a workshop 
...almost no men think they need a workshop like this. There are guys who don't care about sexism, or who 
even support sexism, and of course those guys don't go to these workshops, but then even among the 'woke' 
men not enough of them go to these spaces to learn - they think they've already learned it all. They think they 
woke up one day and are awake forever. But the truth is that you still have to wake up every single morning. 
Sometimes you still fall asleep.  

Pamela Adams: @Kira-I like "you still have to wake up every single morning...sometimes you still fall asleep" 

Pamela Adams: YES THERE ARE 

Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): In my experience with men and boys, it's more effective to engage men to do the 
work of allying, and then build in the educational efforts to the process of them engaging in allying; rather 
than trying to engage men in a workshop or a presentation where they learn about allying, So offering a 
partially organized event or activity (let's organize a men's effort as a part of DVAPM), where they do the rest 
of the organizing, and then talk about what it is that they need to learn.  

*Rebecca Cline, ODVN, she/her/hers: ohman-ohio.org/ 

https://ohman-ohio.org/


Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): OH MAN does such great work! 

Lee Twyman: Yes I have seen this video 

Kira-Lynn Ferderber: Of all the units on prevention that I teach I think bystander intervention needs culturally 
relevant anti-racist updates more than anything. So many ways we teach bystander intervention perpetuate 
racism. I love this example!! 

Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): How can we translate the lessons about bystander engagement to prevent men's 
violence against other men, to efforts to prevent men's violence against women and girls? 

Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): "There are already men in our communities doing the work" yes! 

Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): and how "hyper masculinity" and white supremacy converge 

Tamika Matthews: thank you for this. amazing info! 

Rus Funk (Z, Zis/he, his): Thanks Glenn!!!Appreciate the presentation and the sharing! 

Nicolyn Charlot: Thank you! 

Pamela Adams: Thank you Glenn! 

Morgan Macholeth: Thank you Glenn and Rebecca! 


